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Since 1982 NBE has been functioning in the field of post graduate medical education. NBE is the only examining body of its kind in the country in the field of medical sciences. Continuing evaluation of quality and validity of the measurement mechanism and standards of examinations by constant interaction with experts in various disciplines of modern medicine and allied specialties are among its important activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

NBE conducts examinations in 65 disciplines and subspecialties of modern medicine and has accredited approximately 470 institutions/hospitals in public and private sector all over the country for Broad specialty, Super specialty and Fellowship courses.

Considering the fact that India has the expertise in various sub-specialty areas with centers having high tech equipment and trained manpower performing exceptional
quality work and also keeping in mind the need to increase manpower that can render highest degree of professional work, the National Board is also conducting Fellowship programme in 17 sub-specialties.

NBE at present conducts postgraduate and postdoctoral examinations in approved specialties leading to the award of Diplomate of National Board. The Medical Council of India has laid down standards for postgraduate examinations conducted by various medical colleges and affiliated to concerned universities and other institutions, yet the levels of proficiency and standards of evaluation vary considerably in these institutions. NBE provides a common national standard for assessment of postgraduate and postdoctoral training.

The Diplomate qualifications awarded by the National Board of Examinations have been equated with postgraduate degree and postdoctoral level qualifications of universities by the Government of India, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. The holders of NBE qualifications awarded after an examination are eligible to be considered for specialists' posts in any hospital and for teaching positions at academic institutions. The holders of NBE qualifications awarded after an examination i.e. DNB, are eligible to be considered for specialists post / faculty in any hospital including training / teaching institution on a teaching post / as faculty members / teacher / Assistant Professor / lecturer.

National Board of Examinations in its continuous endeavor to undertake capacity building and strengthen the Post Graduate Medical Education in the country conducts Continuing Medical Education Programme, Knowledge assessment workshops; satellite based interactive teleconference & radio sessions, Formative assessment and local appraisal for the benefit of post graduate trainees, faculty and specialists / consultants.
II. GALLERY OF AWARDEES

NBE Awards for Excellence in Medical Education 2013

NBE Awards for Excellence were also presented to the distinguished faculty members with position of leadership in the field of medical education and NBE accredited institutions for their valuable contribution to DNB programme on 12th May, 2014 at Talkatora Indoor Stadium, New Delhi by Prof. (Dr.) D.P. Agrawal, Hon’ble Chairman, Union Public Service Commission (UPSC).

1. Excellence in teaching for DNB Programme-NBE Accredited Hospital:
   a. St. Stephens Hospital, New Delhi
   b. Sir Gangaram Hospital, New Delhi

2. Eminent NBE Alumnus Award
   a. Dr. Prem Prakash Verma, Nephrology, Maj. Gen (Medical) Northern Command
   b. Dr. OP Yadava, CTVS, Chief Executive Officer, National Heart Institute

3. Emeritus Teacher Award
   a. Prof. (Dr.) D.K Taneja. Orthopaedics, Arihant Hospital, Indore
   b. Prof. (Dr.) I B Singh, Anatomy (Posthumous), PGIMS Rohtak
   c. Prof. (Dr.) I K Dhawan, Surgery, Batra Hospital, New Delhi

4. Distinguished DNB Teacher(s) of Excellence Awards
   a. Prof. (Dr.) Swarna Rekha, Pediatrics, Narayana Hrudayalaya, Bangalore
   b. Prof. (Dr.) H Sudarshan Ballal, Nephrology, Manipal hospital, Bangalore
   c. Dr. Anupam Sachdeva, Pediatrics, Sir Gangaram Hospital, New Delhi
   d. Prof. (Dr.) M.D. Venkatesh, ENT, Additional DGAfMS
   e. Prof. (Dr.) Mani Mala Rao, Anaesthesiology, Yashoda Superspeciality Hospital, Hyderabad
NBE Awards for Excellence in Medical Education 2014

Dr. Sudhir Joseph, St. Stephen’s Hospital, New Delhi receiving the award.

Dr. D.S. Rana, Sir Gangaram Hospital, New Delhi receiving the award.

Prof. (Dr.) D.K Taneja, Arihant Hospital, Indore receiving the award.

Dr. OP Yadava, National Heart Institute, New Delhi receiving the award.

Prof. (Dr.) I.K. Dhawan, Batra Hospital, New Delhi receiving the award.

Dr. Prem Prakash Verma, Maj. Gen. (Medical), Northern Command receiving the award.

Prof. (Dr.) Swarna Rekha, Narayana Healthcare, Bangalore receiving the award.

Prof. (Dr.) H Sudarshan Ballal, Manipal Hospital, Bangalore receiving the award.

Dr. Anuapm Sachdeva, Sir Gangaram Hospital, New Delhi receiving the award.

Prof. (Dr.) M.D. Venkatesh, Additional DGAFMS receiving the award.
Tridecennial Awards for Recognition of Teachers Were Presented On 5th September, 2012 At New Delhi. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Dr. Justice B S Chauhan, Hon’ble Judge, Supreme Court of India while the Guest of Honor was Sh. Keshav Desiraju, Special Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty Member</th>
<th>Speciality</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A C Ashok</td>
<td>General Surgery</td>
<td>M S Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore</td>
<td>Bangalore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D S Rana</td>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td>Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, New Delhi</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Geetha Subramanyam</td>
<td>General Medicine</td>
<td>St. Martha's Hospital, Bangaluru</td>
<td>Bangaluru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. John Punnose</td>
<td>General Medicine</td>
<td>St. Stephen's Hospital, New Delhi</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M K Mittal</td>
<td>Radio Diagnosis</td>
<td>VMMC &amp; Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Pradeep Garg</td>
<td>General Surgery</td>
<td>PGIMS, Rohtak</td>
<td>Haryana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. R Krishna Kumar</td>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi</td>
<td>Kerala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Rajendra Tandon</td>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>Sitaram Bhartia Institute of Science and Research, Delhi</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Rekha Bharwada</td>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>B J Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Gujarat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. S Rajasekaran</td>
<td>Orthopedic Surgery</td>
<td>Ganga Medical Centreand Hospital Pvt. Ltd., Coimbatore</td>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Shashi Raheja</td>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td>Lady Hardinge Medical College, Delhi</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NBE Awards for Excellence in Medical Education 2014
NBE Awards for Recognition of Teachers & Institutions for 2011 were presented at a ceremony held on 1st February 2012. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Smt. Meira Kumar, Hon'ble Speaker of the Lok Sabha while the Guest of Honor was Sh. Ghulam Nabi Azad, Minister of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of India.

NBE conferred 12 medical teachers with NBE Awards and 2 medical institutions with award for excellence in teaching. 7 Medical Teachers and 4 Medical Institutions were also conferred Scroll of Honor for their contributions in the field of postgraduate medical education & assessment.

1. **Excellence in teaching for DNB Programme-NBE Accredited Hospital:**
   a. Bangalore Baptist Hospital, Bangalore
   b. Kanchi Kamakoti Childs Trust Hospital, Chennai

2. **Eminent NBE Alumnus Award**
   a. Dr. Alfred Job Daniel, Orthopaedics, Christian Medical College, Vellore
   b. Dr. Avinash Supe, Surgical Gastroenterology, KEM Hospital, Mumbai
   c. Dr. Badarinath Dhruavaraj Athani, VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi
   d. Dr. Valavanur Subramania Sankaranarayanan, Pediatric Gastroenterology, Kanchi Kamakoti ChildsTrust Hospital, Chennai

3. **Emeritus Teacher Award**
   a. Dr. Arun Kumar Agarwal, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi
   b. Dr. Dr. Balwant Kaur Maini, National Academy of Medical Sciences
   c. Dr. Nayan Kumar Mohanty, Urology, VMMC & Safdarjung Hospital, New Delhi
   d. Dr. Valavanur Subramania Sankaranarayanan, Pediatric Gastroenterology, Kanchi Kamakoti ChildsTrust Hospital, Chennai

4. **Distinguished DNB Teacher(s) of Excellence Awards**
   a. Dr. Achal Gulati, ENT, Maulana Azad Medical College, New Delhi
   b. Dr. Arvind Saili, Paediatrics, Lady Harding Medical College, New Delhi
   c. Dr. (Brigadier) Chander Mohan, Radiology, BLK Super specialty Hospital, New Delhi
   d. Dr. Ravinder Kumar Batra, Anaesthesia, AIIMS, New Delhi
5. Scroll of Honor

a. Dr. A Devadoss, Orthopaedics, Devadoss Multispeciality Hospital, Madurai
b. Dr. Anand N. Malaviya, Rheumatology, Indian Spinal Injuries Centre Hospital, New Delhi
c. Dr. AR Undre, General Surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai
d. Dr. B Soma Raju, Cardiology, Care Hospitals, Hyderabad
e. Dr. Govindan Vijayaraghavan, Kerala Institute of Medical Sciences, Thiruvananthapuram
f. Dr. Janani Sankar, Paediatrics, Kanchi Kamakoti Childs Trust Hospital, Chennai
g. Dr. Rajendra Prasad, U P Rural Institute of Medical Sciences & Research, Saifai, Etawah
h. G. Kuppuswamy Naidu Memorial Hospital, Coimbatore
i. K G Hospital and Post Graduate Medical Institute, Coimbatore
j. L R S Institute of T B & Respiratory Diseases, New Delhi
k. Delhi Southern Railway Headquarters Hospital, Chennai
Faculty members with leadership position in field of medical sciences provide their indispensable contribution to various activities conducted by NBE.

National Board of Examinations honours distinguished Faculty members and NBE accredited institutions for their valuable contribution to DNB programme.

Medical professionals with proven credentials for their valuable contributions to medical fraternity and NBE accredited Medical College/Hospital/Institutions with proven track record of their valuable contributions to DNB programme may be nominated for NBE Awards.

The awardees shall be given citation and a plaque. The venue and schedule for ceremony of awards shall be announced later.
IV. CATEGORIES OF NBE AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

A. Emeritus Teacher Award
Eligibility Criteria:
• Distinguished Faculty Member and should have served in a position of leadership in a medical institute.
• Person of Good Standing.
• Sound credentials as a Teacher/ Examiner in his/her specialty.

B. Eminent NBE Alumnus Award
Eligibility Criteria:
• Must possess MNAMS / DNB qualifications.
• Distinguished Faculty Member with position of leadership in medical institute.
• Person of Good Standing.

C. Distinguished Dnb Teacher(s) of Excellence Awards
Eligibility Criteria:
• Distinguished Faculty Member and should be serving in a position of leadership in a medical institute.
• Person of Good Standing.
• Proven credentials as a Teacher/ Examiner in his/ her specialty.
• Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.

D. Excellence in Teaching for DNB Programme – NBE Accredited Hospital
Eligibility Criteria:
• Distinguished professional standing of NBE accredited department.
• Hospital/Institute of Good Standing.
• Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.
• Proven track record as determined by successful candidates in exit exam.

E. Scroll of Honor–NBE Accredited Hospital
Eligibility Criteria:
• Distinguished professional standing of NBE accredited hospital.
• Hospital/Institute of Good Standing.
• Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.
• More than 25 DNB Candidates from the institute have successfully passed their DNB Final Examination

Nominee should fulfill the prescribed criteria for the concerned category. Decision of NBE selection committee regarding accepting a nomination for a particular category shall be final and binding. The selection committee reserves its absolute rights to include or nominate medical teachers/institutions for NBE Awards.
V. GUIDELINES FOR NBE AWARDS

1. Teachers of eminence and repute with significant contribution to various DNB academic activities can be nominated for NBE Medical Teacher awards.

2. Institutes with proven track record of excellence in DNB Training who have enrolled at least nine batches of DNB trainees for DNB Exit Examinations can be nominated for the NBE Award for Institution.

3. There is a separate form for each category which should be completed in all respect for nomination by medical professionals of outstanding contributions to various academic activities.

4. One faculty member can be nominated for only one category of the award. Self nominations are not permitted.

5. The application form inviting nominations shall be endorsed by at least two faculty members of the rank of a professor or equivalent or senior consultant.

6. Prior Consent of nominee is to be taken along with his/her Curriculum Vitae while making a nomination.

7. All relevant documents supporting the information furnished about the nominee are to be annexed along with the nomination form.

8. For the Year 2014, nominations can be submitted both online and offline latest by 14th August, 2014 at www.awards.nbe.gov.in.

9. Nomination forms can also be downloaded from NBE website www.awards.nbe.gov.in.

10. Nominations can be submitted only through post at below mentioned address. For an query/clarification, you may write to us at nbeawards@natboard.edu.in

National Board of Examinations
Ansari Nagar,
Mahatma Gandhi Marg (Ring Road)
New Delhi-110029
VI. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. What is the last date of submission of nomination?
   14th August, 2014

2. What is the procedure for submitting the nomination for NBE awards?
   You can submit the online nomination at www.awards.nbe.gov.in and submit the printout of nomination form duly signed along with all testimonials and support documents to NBE. you can submit the application in offline Mode also Hard copy of nomination application should reach NBE Office by last date i.e. 14th August, 2014.

3. Who can be a nominee for NBE Institution Awards?
   Institutes with proven track record of excellence in DNB Training who have enrolled at least nine batches of DNB trainees for DNB Exit Examinations can be nominated for the NBE Award for Institution. Performance of candidates appearing in DNB Exit Examination from the institution shall also be taken into account for making a decision for NBE Institution Award.

4. Who can submit a nomination for NBE Awards?
   Nominations are invited from medical professionals of outstanding contributions to various academic activities in prescribed format.

5. Is there any fee for nomination?
   There is no fee for submitting any nomination for any category.

6. Can I submit more than one nomination?
   Yes, you can submit nominations for any category but for one category you can submit only one nomination. Moreover, one faculty member can be nominated for only one category of awards.

7. Can I nominate myself?
   No, Self nominations are not permitted. The nominee should not belong to your institution also.

8. Where can I find the nomination forms?
   Nomination forms are enclosed with this brochure. Same can be downloaded from NBE website www.awards.nbe.gov.in also.

9. Who will decide the awardees?
   NBE Selection committee for Awards is empowered to make the decision.

10. Is it necessary for an institution to be accredited with NBE to be eligible for NBE Awards?
    Institution should be actively running NBE programmes and at least nine batches of DNB trainees should have been inducted in DNB Final Exit Examinations from the institution for being eligible for this category.
    NBE accredited hospitals/institutions & medical colleges satisfying this requirement can be nominated for this category.

11. Who shall we contact for any query/clarification about NBE Awards?
    Only written queries shall be entertained. Same should be mailed to NBE or email us at nbeawards@natboard.edu.in Oral queries may not be attended in this regards.

12. What will be awarded to the winner?
    The awardees shall be given citation and a plaque at a ceremony. Details of the same shall be announced in due course. The Travel and related arrangements with respect to the Awardees shall be made by NBE.
VII. NOMINATION FORM FOR NBE AWARDS - 2014

Categories of Awards

1. Emeritus Teachers Award
2. Eminent NBE Alumnus Award
3. Distinguished DNB Teacher(s) of Excellence Awards
4. Excellence in teaching for DNB programme - NBE accredited hospital
5. Scroll of Honor - NBE accredited hospital
National Board of Examinations, New Delhi accolades distinguished faculty members with position of leadership in field of medical sciences. You are requested to nominate medical professionals with proven credentials for their valuable contributions to medical fraternity for the following NBE award:

**Emeritus Teacher**
- Distinguished Faculty Member and should have served in a position of leadership in a medical institute.
- Person of Good Standing
- Sound credentials as a Teacher/Examiner in his/her specialty.

**DETAILS OF THE NOMINATED PERSON**

1. Name of the Faculty Nominated:

2. Address for Correspondence:

Ph. No:_____________________ Mobile:____________________

Email:_________________________________________________

3. Educational Qualifications:

4. Present Designation:

Photograph of the nominee to be affixed
5. Designations held in Past:

6. Number of years of Medical Professional Services rendered in India: _______ Yrs

7. Publications (National):

   (International):

8. Academic participation (in the past 10 years)
   Conferences : 

   Workshops : 

   Professional Courses : 

   International Conferences/Workshops : 
9. Contribution of the Nominee to the Medical Education:

10. Contributions of the nominee to the DNB Programme:

11. Whether the nominee has served at any NBE accredited institution as PG Teacher? If yes, Please specify.

12. Whether the nominee is a winner of any National/International awards in the field of medicine? If yes, Please specify.

13. Contributions to Medical Teaching/Examination system:
14. Details of involvement in new innovative methods in the fields of medical research/Teaching methodology/Examination schemes:

15. Details of Outstanding services anywhere inside the country/outside:

16. Why would you like to recommend his/her name for this award?

I confirm that I have submitted only one nomination for this award and the same is without any prejudice. I have taken consent of the nominee for nomination to this award. I do not belong to the institute to which the nominee belongs.

Name & Signature

Designation

Institution

N.B: You can nominate one faculty for only one category of award. Relevant documents in support wherever needed may be attached. Nominees consent to be obtained separately alongwith his/her C.V.

Separate sheets for any additional information can be annexed if the space is insufficient.
National Board of Examinations, New Delhi accolades distinguished faculty members with position of leadership in field of medical sciences. You are requested to nominate medical professionals with proven credentials for their valuable contributions to medical fraternity for the following NBE award:

Eminent NBE Alumnus Award

- Must possess MNAMS/DNB qualifications
- Distinguished Faculty Member with position of leadership in a medical institute.
- Person of Good Standing

DETAILS OF THE NOMINATED PERSON

1. Name of the Faculty Nominated:
2. Address for Correspondence:
   Ph. No:_____________________ Mobile:____________________
   Email:_________________________________________________

3. Educational Qualifications:
4. Present Designation:

Photograph of the nominee to be affixed
5. Designations held in Past:

6. Number of years of Medical Professional Services rendered in India: _______ Yrs

7. Publications (National):

(International):

8. Academic participation (in the past 10 years)
   Conferences : 
   Workshops : 
   Professional Courses : 
   International Conferences/Workshops : 
9. Contribution of the Nominee to the Medical Education:

10. Contributions of the nominee to the DNB Programme:

11. Whether the nominee has served at any NBE accredited institution as PG Teacher? If yes, Please specify.

12. Whether the nominee is a winner of any National/International awards in the field of medicine? If yes, Please specify.

13. Contributions to Medical Teaching/Examination system:
14. Details of involvement in new innovative methods in the fields of medical research/Teaching methodology/Examination schemes:

15. Details of Outstanding services anywhere inside the country/outside:

16. Why would you like to recommend his/her name for this award?

I confirm that I have submitted only one nomination for this award and the same is without any prejudice. I have taken consent of the nominee for nomination to this award. I do not belong to the institute to which the nominee belongs.

Name & Signature____________________________________________

Designation_________________________________________________

Institution___________________________________________________

N.B: You can nominate one faculty for only one category of award. Relevant documents in support wherever needed may be attached. Nominees consent to be obtained separately alongwith his/her C.V.

Separate sheets for any additional information can be annexed if the space is insufficient.
National Board of Examinations, New Delhi accolades distinguished faculty members with position of leadership in field of medical sciences. You are requested to nominate medical professionals with proven credentials for their valuable contributions to medical fraternity for the following NBE award:

**Distinguished DNB Teacher(s) of Excellence Awards**

- Distinguished Faculty Member and should be serving in a position of leadership in a medical institute.
- Person of Good Standing
- Proven credentials as a Teacher/Examiner in his/her specialty
- Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.

**DETAILS OF THE NOMINATED PERSON**

1. Name of the Faculty Nominated:

2. Address for Correspondence:

   Ph. No: __________________ Mobile: __________________

   Email: __________________

3. Educational Qualifications:

4. Present Designation:
5. Designations held in Past:

6. Number of years of Medical Professional Services rendered in India: _______ Yrs

7. Publications (National):

   (International):

8. Academic participation (in the past 10 years)
   Conferences : 
   Workshops : 
   Professional Courses : 
   International Conferences/Workshops : 
9. Contribution of the Nominee to the Medical Education:

10. Contributions of the nominee to the DNB Programme:

11. Whether the nominee has served at any NBE accredited institution as PG Teacher? If yes, Please specify.

12. Whether the nominee is a winner of any National/International awards in the field of medicine? If yes, Please specify.

13. Contributions to Medical Teaching/Examination system:
14. Details of involvement in new innovative methods in the fields of medical research/Teaching methodology/Examination schemes:

15. Details of Outstanding services anywhere inside the country/outside:

16. Why would you like to recommend his/her name for this award?

I confirm that I have submitted only one nomination for this award and the same is without any prejudice. I have taken consent of the nominee for nomination to this award. I do not belong to the institute to which the nominee belongs.

Name & Signature____________________________________________
Designation_________________________________________________
Institution___________________________________________________

N.B: You can nominate one faculty for only one category of award. Relevant documents in support wherever needed may be attached. Nominees consent to be obtained separately alongwith his/her C.V.

Separate sheets for any additional information can be annexed if the space is insufficient.
NATIONAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
Mahatma Gandhi Marg (Ring Road)
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110029
Phone : 011-45593000, Fax : 011-45593009
Website : www.natboard.edu.in

NOMINATION FORM FOR NBE AWARDS - 2014
Excellence in teaching for DNB programme – NBE accredited hospital

National Board of Examinations, New Delhi accolades distinguished NBE accredited institutions for their valuable contribution to DNB programme. You are requested to nominate NBE accredited Medical College/Hospital/Institutions with proven track record of their valuable contributions to DNB programme for the following NBE award:

Excellence in teaching for DNB programme – NBE accredited hospital
• Distinguished professional standing of NBE accredited department.
• Hospital/Institute of Good Standing.
• Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.
• Proven track record as determined by successful candidates in exit exam.

DETAILS OF THE NOMINATED INSTITUTION

1. Name of the Institution Nominated:

2. Address for Correspondence:

   Ph. No:__________________ Mobile___________________

   Email:____________________________________________

3. NBE accredited DNB Programmes that are running at institution:

4. How many batches of DNB candidates have appeared in DNB Exit Examinations form this institutions?
5. How many candidates have appeared in last ten DNB Exit Examinations? How many of them passed in Theory & Practical?

6. Present Head of the Institution:

7. Number of years of Medical Professional Services rendered by the institution in India:
   
   _________ Yrs

8. Number of years this institution is accredited with NBE for running DNB programme:
   
   _________ Yrs

9. Facilities available for DNB Students in Institution premises for training:

10. Academic participation (in the past 10 years)

    Conferences organized for DNB Students

    Workshops organized for DNB Students:

    Professional Courses organized for DNB students:

    International Conferences/Workshops organized:
11. Contribution of the Nominee to the Medical Education:

12. Contributions of the nominee to the DNB Programme:

13. Whether the nominee is a winner of any National/International awards in the field of medicine? If yes, Please specify.

14. Contributions to Medical Teaching/Examination system:

15. Details of involvement in new innovative methods in the fields of medical research/Teaching methodology/Examination schemes:
16. Details of Outstanding results in DNB Final Examinations conducted by NBE:

17. Why would you like to recommend this institute for this award?

I confirm that I have submitted only one nomination for this award and the same is without any prejudice. I have taken consent of the nominee for nomination to this award. I do not belong to the institute to which the nominee belongs

Name & Signature_______________________________

Designation____________________________________

Institution______________________________________

N.B: You can nominate one institution only for this category of award. Relevant documents in support wherever needed may be attached. Nominees consent to be obtained separately alongwith its track record. Separate sheets for any additional information can be annexed if the space is insufficient.
NATIONAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
Mahatma Gandhi Marg (Ring Road)
Ansari Nagar, New Delhi-110029
Phone : 011-45593000, Fax : 011-45593009
Website : www.natboard.edu.in

NOMINATION FORM FOR NBE AWARDS - 2014
Scroll of Honor – NBE accredited hospital

National Board of Examinations, New Delhi accolades distinguished NBE accredited institutions for their valuable contribution to DNB programme. You are requested to nominate NBE accredited Medical College/Hospital/Institutions with proven track record of their valuable contributions to DNB programme for the following NBE award:

Excellence in teaching for DNB programme – NBE accredited hospital
- Distinguished professional standing of NBE accredited hospital.
- Hospital/Institute of Good Standing.
- Valuable Contribution to DNB Programme.
- More than 25 DNB Candidates from the institute have successfully passed their DNB Final Examination

DETAILS OF THE NOMINATED INSTITUTION

1. Name of the Institution Nominated:

2. Address for Correspondence:

   Ph. No: ___________________ Mobile ______________________
   Email: ____________________________

3. NBE accredited DNB Programmes that are running at institution:

4. How many batches of DNB candidates have appeared in DNB Exit Examinations form this institutions?
5. How many candidates have appeared in last ten DNB Exit Examinations? How many of them passed in Theory & Practical?

6. Present Head of the Institution:

7. Number of years of Medical Professional Services rendered by the institution in India: 
   __________ Yrs

8. Number of years this institution is accredited with NBE for running DNB programme. 
   __________ Yrs

9. Facilities available for DNB Students in Institution premises for training:

10. Academic participation (in the past 10 years) 
    Conferences organized for DNB Students

    Workshops organized for DNB Students:

    Professional Courses organized for DNB students:

    International Conferences/Workshops organized: 
11. Contribution of the Nominee to the Medical Education:

12. Contributions of the nominee to the DNB Programme:

13. Whether the nominee is a winner of any National/International awards in the field of medicine? If yes, Please specify.

14. Contributions to Medical Teaching/Examination system:

15. Details of involvement in new innovative methods in the fields of medical research/Teaching methodology/Examination schemes:
16. Details of Outstanding results in DNB Final Examinations conducted by NBE:

17. Why would you like to recommend this institute for this award?

I confirm that I have submitted only one nomination for this award and the same is without any prejudice. I have taken consent of the nominee for nomination to this award. I do not belong to the institute to which the nominee belongs.

Name & Signature_______________________________

Designation____________________________________

Institution______________________________________

N.B: You can nominate one institution only for this category of award. Relevant documents in support wherever needed may be attached. Nominees consent to be obtained separately along with its track record. Separate sheets for any additional information can be annexed if the space is insufficient.